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Motivation

- Soaring property prices worldwide → threathening housing and
rent affordability → triggering social unrest (Crawford(2021))

- Little success in addressing these issues through drawing
effective economic policies.

- Unexplored but potentially important reason for the failures

- Extensive holdings of real estate
→ Misaligned incentive of politicians

- Unlike stocks, held by everyone and less screening

- In this paper, study the effect of politicians’ real estate
holdings on their legislative behavior related to the real estate
market.
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Determinants of Politicians’ Legislative Actions

Determinants of politicians’ legislative actions in literature

- Constituents and special interests (Peltzman (1984); Mian et
al. (2010))

- Ideological preferences (Lee et al. (2004))

- Private interests (Benmelech and Moskowitz (2010); Tahoun
and van Lent (2019))

In this paper,

- Politicians’ real estate holdings as their private interests

- The private interests of Congress members’ portfolios →
proposing economic bills aimed at tightening the real estate
market.
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Financial Disclosure of Congress members

Congress of South Korea

- Unicameral legislative system and 300 members in Congress.

- General elections are held every 4 years; no term limits.

- Single constituency system → 1 Congress member for each
electoral district

Financial positions of each Congress member

- Granular data of public officials’ assets and liabilities from the
Public Ethics and Transparency Initiative System (PETI
System) since 1993.

- Since 1993, “The Public Service Ethics Act” requires all
public officials in South Korea, who are grades 4 or higher, to
disclose their own and immediate family member’s assets and
liabilities in detail to the government system annually.

- False disclosure → subject to disciplinary actions, such as
fines or dismissal from public services
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Financial Disclosure of Congress members

Advantages of using this dataset.

- Free from any selection biases

- all eligible public officials must disclose every year
- includes all assets and liabilities owned by public officials,

spouses, and lineal ascendants and descendants.
→ aggregate all assets and liabilities of family members to
construct the assets and liabilities of a public official.

- Complete list of assets and liabilities.

- Detailed characteristics of assets and liabilities.

- Exact market value (or fairly assessed value) of all types of
assets and liabilities.

- Our data also provide the property type, location, and market
value (or appraisal value) for real estate assets and liabilities.
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Politicians’ Portfolio
Congress members affiliated with the committees that make laws
related to the real estate market. (7 committees, 181 Congress
members on average)
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Identifying Tightening Real Estate Bills

Start from the complete list of bill proposals from the database
provided by the National Assembly of South Korea.

- 46,569 bills from 2011 to 2020 proposed by all Congress
members.

- Detailed information on all proposed bills

- Title, a summary, the proposal date, assigned committee,
related ministry in government, and the detailed outcomes in
the legislative progress of the proposed bill.

- Name of the Congress member who proposed the bill,
including information on whether the Congress member is a
primary sponsor or not.
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Identifying Tightening Real Estate Bills
Real estate bills

- Proposed by 6 government ministries implementing real estate
policy.

- Among the total 46,569 proposed bills, 19,869 bills

- Apply keyword searching for the real estate bills to the title
and summary of proposed bills

- General keywords
- Real estate bills from the titles of pre-existing real estate laws

classified by the Korean Law Information Center.
- “Real Estate,” “Housing,” “Land,” “Development Gain,”

“Real Estate Agent,” “Appraisal Value,” “Renter,”
“Residence,” “Reconstruction,” and “New Home Sales.”

- Ministry-specific keywords
- i.e., Bills associated with “Ministry of Land, infrastructure,

and Transport” that contain our general keywords but are
related to infrastructure, which is not our primary interest.
We drop bills with a list of ministry-specific keywords such as
“Harbor,” “Airport,” or “Ground Water.”

- 2,560 proposed bills that are associated with real estate.
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Identifying Tightening Real Estate Bills

Tightening real estate bills

- Keyword search

- Count the number of tightening keywords and loosening
keywords from the summary of a real estate bill.

- Define a real estate bill as tightening if the number of
tightening keywords is more than that of loosening keywords.

- Among 2,560 real estate bills, 849 tightening real estate bills.

- Validity check: cross-check our measure with an alternative
measure using the official list of tightening bills categorized by
the South Korean government from 2015 to 2020.

- Limited sample period from 2015 to 2020.
- Positively correlated with the alternative measure with

statistical significance at a 1% level, indicating the consistency
of our measure.
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Tightening Real Estate Bills

On average, 33% of the real estate bills are tightening bills.
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Why Bill Proposal, not Voting behavior

- Bill proposal is the first legislative step reflecting a politician’s
personal or ideological interests.

- Avoiding a possible selection bias.

- Not all proposed bills are approved eventually.
- Votes for approving the bills are well above 90%, indicating

that referred bills are very likely to be approved.
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Empirical Specification

Reluctance of Tightening Real Estatei ,t

= α + β · Ratio of Real Estatei ,t−1 + γ · Xi ,t−1 + δ ·Mt−1 + εi ,t

- Reluctance of Tightening Real Estatei ,t=1 if the Congress
member i does not propose any bill that tightens the real
estate market in year t

- Ratio of Real Estatei ,t−1= the ratio of real estate assets to
total assets owned by a Congress member i in year t − 1.

- Xi ,t−1: Congress member’s individual characteristics
- Other components of asset portfolio such as Log (Total
Assets), Leverage, Ratio of Cash, and Ratio of Residential
Deposits

- Demographic variables such as Age, Female, education level,
Terms Served, Primary Sponsor and Electoral District

- Party affiliation, Conservative Party.
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Summary Statistics (T1)
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Univariate relationship between Reluctance of Tightening
Real Estate and Ratio of Real Estate (F4)

- Average (48%) → 26%; 1 SD above the average (72%) →
27.3%; 1 SD below the average (24%) → 23.9%
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Reluctance of Tightening Real Estate on Ratio of Real Estate

- (2): Mian et al. (2010): constituents’ interest (Electoral
District FE) and ideology (Conservative Party FE)

- (3): Macro Factors; (4) Year FE
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High correlation between ideology and political party
- The ideology of Congress members in South Korea is starkly

divided by their party affiliations.
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Not Constituents’ Interest
- Real estate ownership in Congress members’ electoral district

is closely related to the constituent’s economic interest.
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Heterogenous Effects: with Larger Incentive
- Expect a larger effect with larger private interest.
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Heterogenous Effects: Entrenched Members
- Expect a larger effect with entrenched Congress members.
- Less concerned with their reelection
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Robustness of Results: Independent Variable
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Robustness of Results: Dependent Variable (1)
- Alternative categorization of bills: tightening
- Official categorization of bills by Korean Government (2015-)
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Robustness of Results: Dependent Variable (2)
- Excluding duplicative bills.

- Similarity score (TF-IDF) and drop bills with high scores.
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Robustness of Results: Dependent Variable (3)
- % of tightening real estate bills to total real estate bills.
- Indicator for above median members.
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Robustness of Results: Placebo Y
- Other economic policies than real estate
- Politicians’ unobservable stance to economic policies
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Robustness of Results: More controls
- Time-varying local socioeconomic conditions: industry

composition, education, and poverty level
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Robustness of Results: More controls
- Metropolitan area × year FE
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IV1: Unexpected Earthquake as an Exogenous Shock
- Known as safe place from seismic activity.

- November 15, 2017: a 5.4-magnitude earthquake occurred at
Pohang (Second largest in modern history)

- Pohang suffered from reduced real estate prices, the
population outflowed, and local businesses shrank.

Fraction of real estate value within 40 miles from the earthquake.
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IV2: Relationship with North Korea and Bordering Areas

- Two Koreas: different degrees of tensions over years.

- Real estate prices near the border are heavily affected.

- Measuring tension: Global Database of Event, Language, and
Tone (GDELT)

- Fraction of their real estate assets in the border area
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Results with Instrument Variables
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Any Aggregate Impact?

Empirical prediction

- Enough heterogeneity in Ratio of Real Estate among Congress
members will diversify the effects away and would not have
aggregate effect.

- Too much common interest in real estate would generate
aggregate impact.

Aggregated Ratio of Real Estate

- Ratio of aggregate real estate asset values in all Congress
members’ portfolios to the aggregate total asset values of all
Congress members.

- Mean of 0.43 with a standard deviation of 0.11
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Aggregated Impact
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Conclusion

- Fraction of real estate assets in Congress members’ portfolios
decreases their likelihood of proposing tightening real estate
bills.

- That is, the private interest of Congress members in real
estate matters for their bill proposals.

- Policy implication on the composition of Congress

- Board diversity improves firm value by lowering volatility and
improving firm performance (e.g., Bernile et al (2018)).

- Diversity of Congress members in their financial positions can
balance the legislative decisions enacted by Congress.

- Suggesting the importance of monitoring politicians’ private
interests.
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